
Biography Of Joshua Westerman

Joshua Westerman embarked on an extraordinary journey into financial management from an
early age. With his analytical prowess and keen interest in global markets, he climbed the
corporate ladder at Morgan Stanley, where he achieved exceptional success as a Senior Vice
President managing his hedge fund. In his leadership role as Founder and CEO of Alpha West
Capital Partners, his professionalism and innovative approach have marked him as a rising star
in the investment advisory industry.

Education: Laying the Foundation



He began at Hofstra University, pursuing a Bachelor's degree in Business. The decision to focus
on business studies marked the cultivation of his leadership skills and set him on course to
becoming a respected figure in finance. His university years simultaneously enriched his
understanding of the world's economic landscape and honed his analytical skills, preparing him
for an illustrious career.

Start of Career: Rising Through the Ranks at Morgan Stanley
After graduation, he immediately showcased his professionalism by starting his career as a
Financial Advisor at Morgan Stanley, one of the world's top investment banks. His exceptional
expertise did not go unnoticed, and in less than four years, he had risen to the prestigious role
of Senior Vice President. With robust leadership skills, he managed high-value portfolios for a
diverse clientele, providing astute financial advice and cementing his reputation as a highly
proficient and successful wealth manager.

Ambition: Stepping Out as an Entrepreneur
Despite the remarkable success at Morgan Stanley, Josh nurtured an entrepreneurial drive.
Eager for a new challenge and to significantly impact the financial industry, he established his
hedge fund, Alpha West Capital Partners, in 2023. As a testament to his leadership and
unyielding pursuit of excellence, his innovative strategies have already reaped impressive
results, earning him praise within the financial industry's circles.



Alpha West Capital Partners: A Commanding Performance
Alpha West Capital Partners marked a new chapter in his career. Launching the hedge fund with
partner and co-CEO Dale Wang on November 1, 2023, he immediately turned heads with a
stellar first month of trading performance. His leadership qualities were evident in this successful
endeavor, as he led the firm towards expanded investment opportunities and high returns for
their clients.

Miami: A New Home Base
Now calling Miami, Florida, his home, he continues to lead Alpha West Capital Partners towards
unprecedented heights from this vibrant city known for booming commerce and high-profile
business leaders. His professionalism remains unmatched, as he consistently delivers insightful
investment advice and commendable stock-picking abilities, adding substantial value to his
clients' portfolios.



Looking Ahead: A Respected Figure in the Investment
Advisory Industry
Blending his leadership and devotion to professionalism, Joshua Westerman is making waves in
the investment advisory industry, setting a high bar for those entering this competitive arena. As
he continues to navigate the financial world with strategic discernment and innovative
approaches, industry insiders eagerly anticipate his next move. His story serves as a beacon of
inspiration, symbolizing that excellence in finance is within reach with unwavering perseverance,
passion, and the courage to take strategic risks.


